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Officd of the Director November 7, 1957

Mr. W. Kenneth Davis
Division of Reactor Development
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
1901 Constitution Avenue
Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Ken:

This is my monthly personal newsletter to you on our reactor business.
Before giving you a play-by-play account I should like to say that I
enjoyed reading your AIF speech very much.  One point which I would

like to mention is that the aqueous homogeneous also belongs to the
general family of aqueous reactors.  In fact, with the PWR types
going to ceramic elements and the aqueous considering fluidized bed
oxides, the difference between the two lines blurs; it finally comes  ,
to a question of whether you want to live with radioactivity in the
external system rather than fabricate clad fuel elements.

HRP Status

The preoperational testing of the HRT with water and with depleted

uranyl sulfate solution at temperature and pressure was completed on
October 20.  During a month of preoperational testing the performance
of both the reactor and the fuel processing plant was extremely en-
couraging. The reactor 'was shut down several times to make minor

equipment alterations and was started again without difficulty.  At
no time was there what could be termed an emergency shutdown or a
scram.  Each time that the reactor was shut down it appeared that
the operation could have been continued indefinitely.  The final test
was  a 155-hour period of trouble-free operation with uranyl sulfate                  ' ·
solution.  The run was shut down on schedule to begin the leak test-

ing of the reactor system.

Preparations for the leak testing of the circulating systems were
completed on October 27 and the testing has been in progress since
that time.  Because our leakage specifications are so stringent, it
is difficult to determine whether the specifications are met.  Radio-
active Kr85 has been used in one series of tests and the testing is

now being completed with helium.  No leakage into the reactor cell
has been detected thus far so we expect that the test will be completed
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successfully by November 10.  This will be followed by final insula-
tion of the reactor piping and sealing and leak testing of the shield.
Much preliminary leak testing has been done so we hope that this
operation will not prove as time consuming as has the testing of the
containment vessels for other reactors.

The slurry work continues to look encouraging.  We have one loop that
has circulated highly concentrated slurry for 2500 hours with only,
minor difficulties and without change  in the slurry properties.    An
important gap in our knowledge concerning slurries is the effect of
radiation on corrosion in slurry systems.  Such tests have not been
possible in the past because of our inability to handle the slurry
under properly controlled conditions.  Recently we have had good ex-
perience with the operation of small autoclaves out-of-pile and ex-
pect to begin our first significant slurry corrosion test in-pile
within the next month.

Gas-cooled System

The major emphasis on the gas-cooled reactor program is on the design
and analytical studies which lead to an evaluation of power costs.
We are convinced that marked reduction in capital costs can be
achieved with U02 fuel elements operating in the 12000 F surface
temperature range. If the elements are clad in stainless steel and

operated in a pure helium atmosphere, there should be no major
materials problems, even under long-time irradiation.  How pure the
helium can be maintained and what leakage rate can be achieved are
now being investigated.  Our major concern, however, is with reducing
fuel costs in the enriched system. With stainless clad elements fuel

enrichment of over 1% will be required; hence, the conversion ratio
will be considerably reduced and the fuel cycle shortened.  Whether
the burnup will be addquate remains to be proved.  Zirconium cladding
looks attractive from this viewpoint but fabrication costs may be too
high; we are working on this.

I believe that by March 1 we shall have a good study of the costs in-
volved in building and operating an enriched gas-cooled reactor.  At
the same time the Kaiser-ACF team will have completed a similar study,
using natural uranium as a base.  How the two studies are to be put on
a comparable basis is not entirely clear.  The present plan is to have
Kaiser-ACF go over our estimates and adjust them to conform with their

„3  ground rules.    This  may work  but  I  have some reservations.

Molten Fluorides

The  work  on the Molten Filel Reactor  Proj ect  has been augmented, partly

,/1 / Sl  f.
7 by assignment of ANP personnel to work with MacPherson on the design
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studies but chiefly by converting ANP loops and test stands to lower
temperature conditions.  We have set three major goals for the work
this year:  (1) The design studies will be continued and by June we
hope to have a much clearer picture of the economics of a molten fused
salt reactor.  The design studies will concentrate on trying to achieve
a plant that can be maintained and has good reliability.  I am most
concerned about this area.  (2) We expect some inventions will be
needed to get a plant that can be maintained, and we shall try out
some of them.  (3) The major effort will be to demonstrate materials

compatibility.  In this connection we have recently had some en-
couraging results and it may be that Sylvan Cromer (who recently left
the Laboratory) may be right in claiming that it is much easier to
pump fused salts than high-temperature water.  An Lnconel fuel 30-
convection loop operating at a peak temperature of 12500 F and 1700 F

temperature drop showed zero corrosion at the end of 1000 hours.
What zero means I don't quite know'but one-half mil would be readily
detected. Long-time loops   are  now in oper.ation.

Ba'2

The  ANP  Proj ect  now  has a minor  role  in the Laboratory. The shielding
program continues pretty much as usual and will be increased slightly
if we can find two or three good experimental physicists.  The work
in metallurgy and solid state physics is devoted to support work for
General Electric and Pratt and Whitney.  The experimental engineering
effort is chiefly design and operation of loops to back up the work in
metallurgy. It is not an inspiring program but we are grateful that
it wasn't instantly chopped to zero because it has enabled us to make
a smooth transition to the other projects.  We occasionally hear
rumblings that make us wonder whether there might not be an attempt
to revive the project. The prospect rather frightens ime. It would
mean completely upsetting our present programs and even then it would
take at least a year to get back where we were when the ART was dropped.

Maritime

Boch and Jordan have recently talked with Godwin in the Maritime Branch
who has a big job to do and not much staff with which to do it.  I
think we can be of considerable help to them in a role similar to the
one we play with respect to the Army Reactors Branch.  In addition,
they would like for us to take on some fuel element development and
in-pile loop work.  The loop work we can handle by transferring one
or two engineers from ANP, but we may want to add two or three metal-

lurgists to our staff (or drop the ANP work which the ARB is most
anxious for us to continue).  .Eventually we will run into our apparently
permanent bottleneck of hot cell facilities. I was therefore particu-

larly pleased to notice your plug for hot cells in your AIF talk:

Sincerely yours,

t.

AMW:c Alvin M. Weinberg
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